
Network Menu 
Board

Overview

Key Features

Available Sizes
32”, 43”, 50”, 55”

Network Menu Boards are designed with the needs of 
retail and Fast-food settings in mind. with an adaptable orientation 
that has plug & Play Functionality, makes setting up your menu
easy and accesible. these monitors are the ideal choice for businesses 
that demand quality and reliability.  

The narrow bezel on the Digital Menu 
Boards allows your menu to take centre 
stage. When multiple Digital Menu Boards 
are placed side by side there is a virtually s
eamless display thanks to their thinner 
edges and superior image precision.

Narrow BezelNarrow Bezel

24/7 Commercial Use

Built-In Speakers

Eco Power-Timer

Adaptable Orientation

Eco Power timer

Built-In Speakers

Screen Fusion

The eco-friendly power timer allows you to
 assign daily or weekly on and off times for 
your screen. The screen is only in use when 
it needs to be; improving your 
environmental efficiency.

The displays have two integrated slimline 
speakers for applications that involve an 
audio element.

Get a free trail with Screenfusion AI a 
cloud based AI driven CMS content 
management system 

3 Years
Warranty
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Application

Superior image quality and colour depth at 
178° ultra wide viewing angle in both 
landscape and portrait orientations and
with no blackening defect.

IPS Panels
Built using commercial grade LCD panel &
LED Backlights, these displays can be in 
constant 24/7 use for over 70,000 hours.
they have no external buttons or controls to
avoid tampering

24/7 usage

Template Library

Adabtable Orientation

Browse and choose from our exclusive library
of Digital Signage templates. Within each 
predesigned template you get the original
 media files, template layout and playlist. You 
can customise each of these to just how you 
would like. You can add your own prices, 
branding, images or videos. Change the font 
size or colour; the templates are fully 
adaptable to your needs.

high-quality display experience with 
exceptional viewing angles in portrait &
Landscape orientation. With no 
blackening defects and vivid colours, it 
offers clarity and crispness for the user.      

Update Via Internet
Updating your Digital Menu Boards is 
extremely simple; connect it to your 
network using the integrated Wi-Fi or 
using an Ethernet cable. Login to 
https://app.screenfusion.ai to choose 
from a library of templates, upload your 
own media, manage playlists, create y
our own templates and schedule content 
for whenever you want; giving you 
complete control over your screens. 

Fast-FoodRetail

If there is no internet access available the 
screen can still be updated thanks to their 
backup USB update option. Simply 
package up your Playlist onto a USB stick &
 insert into the screen. Your templates, s
chedule and content will now copy over & 
start playing.

Plug & Play



Specifications


